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This Week 

A reader asked me about NFTs (Non-Fungible Tokens) 

"Fungible" is a legal term for "interchangeable" or "replaceable" (e.g., currency). When seen simply as 

currency, a one-dollar bill is equivalent to a silver dollar. "Non-fungible" describes something which is 

not interchangeable. In other words, it is not replaceable by another one, even though the replacement 

item may be essentially the same. To a coin collector, a given silver dollar may be viewed as significantly 

different from a one-dollar bill. The term "non-fungible" implies uniqueness. 

I recently read a short piece about NFTs that stated: "...what exactly are they? NFTs are tokens that 

contain an item's ownership and copyright information." The author obviously slept through the lecture 

where the instructor explained that you can't use a term in its own definition, so I had to look elsewhere 

for a definition of "token". One of the definitions of token is "something serving as a visible or tangible 

representation of something else", and another is "something used to indicate authenticity". 

So NFT means something that indicates the authenticity of something unique. To me, this suggests that 

an NFT is kind of like a copyright (except that NFTs are issued by individuals or companies and copyrights 

are issued by governments). For digital art, the NFT could be attached to the image as part of its 

metadata, imbedded in the image using steganography, or sold separately. It is important to remember 

that the NFT is not the artwork, it just authenticates the artwork and documents ownership. 

The troubling aspect of an NFT is that it begs the question of "What does ownership mean?" If you pay 

money for "ownership" of a work of art, and several million people are using that work of art as a 

background image on their computer monitors, then what exactly did you get for your money? 

One person said, "even if an image or piece of music has been shared hundreds of times, if you buy the 

NFT, you're buying something unique." Yes, you bought a token that says you own that image, but so 

what? If the image has been distributed to a number of people, you have lost the right to copyright it 

because it has already become "public domain".  

In my view, your token of ownership and $5 will get you a cup of coffee at the local java hut, but not 

much else. And I seriously doubt if you can sell your ownership token to someone else, unless you can 

find someone who is an egomaniac and is willing to buy it just so they can say, "See that image? I own 

that." 

Furthermore, without some sort of regulated market for NFTs, there doesn't seem to be anything 

standing in the way of an unscrupulous vendor selling hundreds of NFTs for the same piece of art. How 

does one find out just how many NFTs have been issued for a given piece of art? 

An NFT doesn't seem like a good investment to me, at least not yet. Read more about NFTs in Barron's. 

https://www.barrons.com/articles/how-non-fungible-tokens-are-transforming-the-art-world-01615581494


Market Barometers       ← Use this link to see all the market barometer charts 

I will be first to admit that charts do NOT forecast price – they show path of least  

resistance and provide an excellent risk management tool.  —  Peter Brandt 

All four indexes advanced this week. VTI, SPX, and COMPQ did quite well. IWM is still 

behind. It made a new 7-week high, but the IWM fast and medium MTA averages have 

turned down, so it's clear that the small caps are still not doing well. 

 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/market_barometer_charts/


A Closer Look 

Since Powell managed to avoid using the word "taper" in this week's Fed announcement, the SPX made 

a new all-time high, finishing Friday above $4500. However, the close above $4500 has some tarnish on 

it. First, overall volume continues to wane. It has been in a steady decline since April 2020. In addition, 

even though the advance-decline line moved with price, it has been in a decline since July 1
st
. Finally, the 

number of stocks above their 50-day averages fell on Friday as price made a new high. Now it is just 

64%, so neither the NYAD nor the SPXA50R really confirmed Friday's new high. 
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Bullish Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live summary table  

These are ETFs that are likely to do well during bull markets. 

 

 
 

Last week's choices were: IBB 20%, IGV 20%, QQQ 20%, USMV 20%, VNQ 20%.

Top 10 ETFs from the Bullish and Bearish Universes 

Sym MTA RelStr Long High-15% High-7.5% Last Div Notes 

IGV ↑ 3.6 ↑ yes $360.26 $392.04 $423.83 — reduce position by 3% 

IBB ↑ 2.9 ↑ yes $149.78 $162.99 $171.81 — reduce position by 3% 

QQQ ↑ 2.7 → yes $319.63 $347.84 $376.04 — reduce position by 3% 

USMV ↑ 2.2 → yes $66.07 $71.90 $77.44 1.5% reduce position by 3% 

VNQ ↑ 2.1 ↓↓ yes $91.03 $99.07 $107.00 2.3% reduce position by 3% 

TLT ↑ 2.1 → no $128.74 $140.10 $149.46 1.5% watch for > $151.25 

VTI ↑ 1.6 → no $197.82 $215.28 $232.73 1.3%  

VGK ↑ 0.9 → no $59.82 $65.10 $69.94 2.5%  

USIG ↑ 0.5 → no $52.13 $56.73 $61.00 2.6%  

TIP ↑ 0.5 → no $111.02 $120.81 $129.99 1.9%  

Legend: Up: ↑, Down: ↓, Flat/Stable: → 



After the analysis, see my notes on the next page about reducing position sizes.  

https://trendlinedynamics.com/core_universe_charts/


IGV broke out of a 4-week range on Monday and went up every day this week. IBB got 

above $170 but remains in a 4-week consolidation. QQQ broke up through $370 on Monday 

and then $375 on Friday. USMV is still trying to make a clean break up through $77.50. 

VNQ continues to move sideways between $105 and $107.50. 

TLT has a 51-week, high trendline that's currently near $150.80. TLT is facing historical and 

psychological resistance at $150, that trendline between $150 and $151, and then more 

historical resistance near $151. Once it moves up through that then it will become 

interesting. 

VTI continues to advance slowly. VGK attempted to break up through $70 in June and early 

August, and now it looks like it is taking another run at the $70 level. USIG has plenty of 

historical resistance between $60 and $62.50. TIP has risen about 6% per year for the last 

3 years. As inflation grows, this ETF will increase in importance. 

       -          -          -          -          -          -          -          -          -          -          - 

USMV and VNQ pay a dividend every quarter, so they are a little positive even when price 

trend goes flat. However, we still make our entry and exit decisions primarily on the MTA 

and Relative Strength. The MTA answers the critical question, "Overall, is this ETF going 

up?", and RelStr answers the question, "Which ETFs are leading the way?" When the market 

rolls over and goes into a decline, then dividends will increase in importance. 

     = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 

WARNING SIGNS 

While the market was growing like crazy (thanks to the mixed blessing of the Fed's 

"Quantitative Easing"), it was safe enough to be 100% in the market. A year ago it 

was easy to know the bull market was alive and well — the median RelStr of the 

top 10 ETFs was 5.3 and all the top ETFs came from the Bullish Universe. Now the 

median RelStr is at 2.1 and 3 of the top 10 ETFs are from the Bearish Universe. 

Just like the downward trend in the advance-decline line, these are warning signs. 

I'm going to be shifting into a less aggressive posture by decreasing each of my 5 

positions by 3% and moving the resulting 15% into cash, or rather our cash 

surrogate fund SHV. Here are some other cash equivalent funds to consider. 

     = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 

I am not happy about the on-going slide in VNQ's RelStr; however, I'm not willing to jump 

into TLT until its price gets to $151 or more. So I am not changing the choices from last 

week; however, I am going to reduce each of the position sizes, as I mentioned in the 

Warning section above, from 20% to 17%. 

So my choices for this week are: IBB 17%, IGV 17%, QQQ 17%, USMV 17%, VNQ 17%, 

and the SHV (cash) 15%. 

       -          -          -          -          -          -          -          -          -          -          - 

Consider all the information that you have access to — as well as your risk tolerance 

and long-term goals — and make your own decisions. I invite your comments. 

https://www.investopedia.com/articles/etfs-mutual-funds/070916/top-4-money-market-fund-etfs-2016-shv-near.asp


Bearish Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live summary table 

These are ETFs that are likely to do well during bear markets. 

 

Top bearish funds doing better than VTI. Sorted by relative strength: 

1 TLT 2.1 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/bonds_and_dividends/


Sector Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live summary table 

If your goal is to beat the market, invest in the sectors that are doing better than the market while the 

market is going up. Pay attention to RelStr (relative strength). As more sectors turn down, shift more 

and more money into SHV. Jean Strouse told us "Money changes direction like a school of fishes." 

Move with the flow. 

 

 

SPX Sectors with slopes better than or equal to the VTI Index: 

1 XLV 3.2 

2 XLK 3.1 

3 XLRE 2.7 

4 XLU 2.1 

5 XLC 1.8 

 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/spx_sector_charts/


Auxiliary Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live summary table 

 

Auxiliary Sector ETFs with slopes better than the VTI Index: 

1 LIT 7.5 

2 XHB 1.8 

3 SRVR 1.7 
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https://trendlinedynamics.com/auxiliary_sector_charts/

